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they hare sprung ; to note how, in certain environments and in the faoe
of certain vital issued, a ' religious ' type of attitude tends to develop in
particular ways, its content and form varying with the external condi-
tions ; in a word, to show how the more important social activities pro-
duce a peculiar differentiation of consciousness which, when it has become
explicit, may be recognised and marked off as ' religious ' (p. 214). This
is Dr. King s result, and it is a result to which, in the large, we may
subscribe.

The book has an elaborately analytical table of contents, a selected
bibliography, and a fairly full index. In no one of these places—amazing
to relate—is reference made to Wundt's Mi/thiis und Religion.

P. E. WlKTEB.

A First Book in Paycholoyy. By MABY WHTTON CALKUTB. The Mac-
millan Company, 1910. Pp. xvi, 419. 8s. net.

According to Miss Calkins psychology is a science of the self as conscious.
The self has at least four fundamental characters; it is (1) relatively
persistent; (2) complex; (3) unique; and is (4) experienced as related
to objects which are either personal or impersonal. A classification of
these objects is attempted.

The actual work of the subject starts with the distinction between
Perception and Imagination as experiences of the related self. There
-are three differences : in perceiving (1) I immediately realise my recep-
tivity or passivity; (2) I realise reflectively the community of my per-
ception with the experience of other selves ; (3) I am related to an object
which I regard as independent and external. Study of perception and
imagination then proceeds to a consideration of its complexity alone,
thereby leading to a review of the structural elements of consciousness
or to the procedure of the average psychological text-book. It may be
said generally that the references to the self and to the classification of
objects only serve as formal or even literary introductions to the usual
text of the science. Nothing appears to be achieved by the insistence
on the self-aspect.

The same must be said of the doctrine of the structural elements of
consciousness propounded by Miss Calkins. The question is not even
once raised what a psychology can do with the huge heterogeneous mass
of elements she distinguishes, except that they fuse. It is considered
sufficient merely to enumerate what is apparently unanalysable. That
falls into three classes: the sensational (all the qualities, brightness,
loudnetts, etc., bigness, volume, etc.(, the attributive (pleasure, dis-
pleasure, attention, consciousness of renlness), the relational (conscious-
ness of one or mure than one, of more or less, of like or different, of the
connected or opposed, etc.). The attributive elements are attached to
sensational consciousness and the relational are subordinated to two
other elemental experiences.

The view of McDougall is adopted that there are as many elemental
qualities of pitch as there are distinguishable qualities in an octave.
Distance or apartness is held to be the simplest form of complex spatial
consciousness. • It is not elemental, however, but is " made up of a con-
sciousness of the two-nesu or duality (of sense-objects or qualities) fused
with a consciousness of intervening extensity " (p. 67). " When two
points touch my skin, I not only perceive the pressure nnd the two-ness,
but I imagine the extended pressure of an object stimulating the inter-
vening extensity" (p. 69). "The consciousness of depth-form is not an
elementary and unanalysable experience ; rather, it is a consciousness of
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two-dimensional form fused with a very complex but very vague con-
sciousness of the bodily movements necessary for apprehension of the
object" (p. 73). "Thus, the consciousness that the sky is over me
includes u vague consciousness of my body floating upward, and the con-
sciousness that the cake plate is in front of me includes the movement,
or tendency to movement, of my arm toward the cake plate " (p. 76).
In connexion with the illusions, Miss Calkins allows that the eye-move-
ment theory in its extreme form is experimentally disproved by
Stratton, Dodge, Judd and others (p. 3*0). Later (p. :i4tt f.) she points
out that the notorious errors of localisation show that the motor 'theory
is compatible with lack of an exact parallel between bodily movements
and accurate localisations, and that it is possible " that in the developed
localising consciousness of some subjects, visual images [of feet, face, or
hair, or the imagination of certain parts of the ordinary environment]
may have crowded out the motor consciousness ".

In Recognition, Miss Calkins considers an essential character to be
the emphasised persistence of the self. " The recognition of an object
seems to include, when reflected on, the consciousness of sameness with
a past thing, and the recognition of an event means the awareness of
' this event identical-with-something-past'" (p. 130). " The experience
of the past may be roughly described as the consciousness of an irrevoc-
able fact, linked in two directions with other facts " (p. 131).

Unlike Imagination, Thinking in not a "private" experience. One
is conscious of sharing the experience with other thinking selves. "The
relational experiences especially distinctive of conception are the
experiences of generality. These are two (corresponding with the two
sort of objects of conception) : the consciousness of class, and the con-
sciousness of 'anyness, that is, of membership in a class" (p. 136).
"Three important types of conception must be named. These are (1)
verbal, the consciousness of a class (or member of a class) whose common
character is a name; (2) relational . . . whose common character is a
relation—say of order, opposition, or degree ; (3) motor . . . whose
common character consists in this, that each one of the class calls forth
a similar bodily reaction. These descriptions are in terms of the object
of conception " (p. 137). Psychologically the word or relation or bodily
reaction has attached to it a consciousness of class or of "any ". Verbal
conception occurs in all abstract thinking. Concrete conception is in
great part of the motor type.

Emotion is an intensely individualising experience, which, like per-
ception, is receptive and passive. It is also characterised by the organic
sensations which it includes. " Emotions are commonly grouped ac-
cording to the varying relations of different selves to each other, and on
the basis of the contrast between pleasantness and unpleasantness "
(p. 175';. Subheads are: without valuation of rhe other self; with
valuation of the other self, who is stronger, equal to or weaker than one-
self (with interchange of "other" and "one"). Impersonal emotions
are egoistic or altruistic (which latter word means not related to another
self, but absorbing), sensational or relational. The altruistic class in-
cludes iesthetic pleasure (xemtational) and logical pleasure, sense of
humour, etc. (relational). ^Esthetic emotion is a consciousness always of
the beautiful, never of the ugly ; it is also attentive, " so that it is fair to
conclude that sensational experiences are beautiful, if ever, when easily
attended to" (p. 192). The beautiful is, thirdly, always an object of
direct and immediate perception; "nothing can be beautiful whioh is not a
direct and immediate object of sense-perception" (p. 194). /Esthetic
pleasure, finally, is entirely disinterested; '• the contrast between one
self and other selves is all but vanished ".
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Volition differs from mere antecedent imagination in that it includes a
certain realised anticipatorinem. This term is used to indicate " a com-
plex experience, including at least-three factors : (1) the consciousness
of realness ; (2) the consciousness of the future ; and (3) an experience
of linkage or connectedness—the consciousness of the dependence of the
end upon the volition " (p. 222).

The above will probably suffice to illustrate Miss Calkins' analytic
method, which seems to the reviewer rather jaunty and ineffective. It
will doubtless be claimed that the results of such analysis have absolute
truth-value, apart from their instrumental advantage. That may oer-
tainly be so, but one might expect some promise of simplification, some-
thing more than verbal knowledge to result from all these distinctions.
Over against the elements selves also seem to stand apart, unwilling and
embarrassed. The addition of objects makes a dispeaceful trinity.

The main text of the book, which embodies Miss Calkins' psychology,
is written in an easy and rather allusive style. Frequent referenoe is
made to the bodily conditions and accompaniments of mental states, even
to those of thought. Many short discussions, outlines of the physiology
of nerve and sense-organ, some problems of sensory psychology and
grouped references are inoluded in appendices, which form nearly one-
third of the volume. There are also some twenty pages on abnormal
psychology, seventy review questions, and an index.

HBNBY J. WATT.

A Treaiist on Electrical Theory and the Problem of the Vnivene. By G.
W. KB TuNZBMAyN, B.Sc. London: C. Griffin & Co., 1910.
Pp. xxxi, 664.

This book it in many ways interesting as an nble popularisation of recent
scientific work ; but the only chapter in it that calls for notice in these
pages is the last ono, entitled " The Place of Mind in the Universe " (pp.
446-506), and this in exasperating rather than interesting. It is embel-
lished indeed with a miscellany of long and varied quotations from writers
of distinction, but—fehit, Wider ! nur dot geistige Band. The author, it
seems, was led to treat his final topic ' from the physical point of view ' by a
chance incursion into the region of so-called ' psychical research,' coupled
with his acceptance of Blondlot's N rays as ' an observed fact' (App.
R). By this snort and easy method he was " led to the formulation of the
theory of the universal mind which " he here seeks " to establish on a
strictly observational basis ". The start is not reassuring and the result
does not belie it.

Following, as he supposes, in the steps of Sir Joseph Larmor, Mr. de
Tunzelmann conceives three models of the universe—the mechanical, the
molecular, and the mental. The first explicitly recognises only matter
and energy : its essential basis is ' the central force system developed on
the pattern of the Newtonian law of gravitation'. But a further mechan-
ism is required ' for the transmission of the forces postulated in this first
scheme,' and so we come to the moleoular model and have to add ether
to matter. But we soon find that matter, ether, and energy will not
suffice. The principle of the dissipation of energy practically involves—
shows it to be infinitely probable—that "our universe miiKt, . . . in the
absence of directive intelligence, have had a beginning and be tending
towards an end," in other words cannot be a conservation system. So far
so good. But now how, 'from the physical poiixt of view,' can we obtain any
assurance that a ' state of changeless death ' will not, in fact, eventually
ensue 1 Surely it is just the physical point of view that reveals its ' prac-
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